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It will IDe the concern of this paper to explore the use of
the chemical d-lysergic acid diethylamide-25
regimes for alcoholics.

Included in this will IDe the reasons

for experimenting with alcoholics,
experiments Hith LSD,
results,

in therapeutic

some types and results of

the indications and limitations of these

and the treatment

of some theories on hoVi LSD acts to

help the alcoholic.
The limitations of this study have been g reat for several
reasons.

Without a

or the research,

primary experience with either the drug itself

it 'dSS

necess8.ry to depend on research reports

snd analyses of the research to 011lt!lin information.

Huch of the

rese!lrch inform!ltion is unavail!l�le except to other rese!lrchers,
the quality and comprehensiveness of research reports obtain!lble
were inconsistent,
largely !l

and the understanding of how LSD vlOrks is

matter of conjecture at this point.

Thus,

in sever!ll

places unresolved conflicts will be presented.
Since the first synthesis of LSD in 1938,
!l

source of amazement to scientists.

it hss furnished

Not being the first drug

to preoipit8te g re8t alter8tions of consciousness,
even in minute
The

doses has been largely

its potency

the root of its prominence.

minimum dose producing recogniz!lble effects is 25

for an adult.

The ohemical which startled Dr.

initially ingested it in 1943,

has become one

micrograms

A111lert Hoffmann,

who

of the most oontro-

verelal drugs in use today,

In the interval, psychiatric resear-

chers, as well as young people seeking ne," eXperiences, have observed and experienced astounding psychic and sensory results.
'('he dru" "hich has been Hidely condemned for precipitating acute
psychotic conditions has, under oontrolled situations, demonstrated
benefits in the treatment of some psyohiatric disorders.
As a result of the LSD controversy, Sandoz, Incorporated, its
only manufaoturer, halted produotion and turned over its stook to
the National Institute of l'lental Health, Vlhioh remains the only
legal source in the United States.

To o1!Jtain the drug for experi-

mentation, psyohiatric researchers must first submit for approval
to the Institute elabor8.te plans for the experimental program.
Currently, ai:lout six United states laboratories are involved in
LSD research Vlhile studies are also being conducted In C8.nada.
Dr. Humphrey Osmond reported the first study of LSD for therapy
1
Alcoof alooholics as ea.rly as 19.5 7 in SaskatcheVlan, Canada.
holios provided a good group for study for the original researoh
because no other effective treatment had been found for them, and
persons exhibiting this symptom Vlere not the favorite patients of
medical practttioners.2

An effective therapy Vias needed because

of the far-reaching social disorganizational effects of alcoholl.sm.
lJ. Ross HacLean, D. C. Byrne, P. Ultan, and A. 11. Hubbard,
"The Use of LSD-2 .5 in the Treatment of Alcoholism and Other Psy
chiatric problems, " Quarterly Journal of Studl.es on Alcohol,
22 : 1:3L�-4 .5, (l-ls.rch, 1961).
-

2Duncan B. Blevlett, "The psychedelic Drugs in Psychological
Research, " apparently unpublished paper received from author
August, 1966, pp. 49-59.

3
In 1 964 the United states alone had 5,000,000 medically diagnosed
alcoholics vIith the number inoreasing rapidly and with a 10H Lf%
recovery rs.te, stunted partia 11y from the difficulty in maintaining
long term therapy.3

Studying alcoholios had one other advantage-

the results oould be measured objeotively by the change in drinking
pattern after treatment.
starting point for

LSD

These elements of alooholism provided a

researoh.

But there were aspeots, other than SOCial, medical, and research,
about the alooholic himself, which made him amenable to thers.py with
LSD.

Perhaps as important as any aspect are the reasons for which

the person degenerated into alcoholism:

to fill an emptiness, to

decrease the restraint of unwanted oontrols, and to obtain the
drink's sooial values of cheer and friendliness .�"
An experience with

LSD

helps many alcoholics to develop self-

acceptance, destroying the emptiness; acceptance of sooial controls,
ending the need to decrease their restraints; and through selfacceptance to relate more effectively to other people, thus gaining
the feelings of cheerfulness and friendliness without a drink.

But

a new set of concepts about one's self and society are essential
for this acceptance of self and society.
A large number of alcoholic subjects learn concepts
and ideas in a few minutes that they had not grasped for
years. These are termed flashes of insp1rat10n or ins1ght
but they seem to me to be the acquisition of new concepts
Memory after the event is usually extremely good and
insights learned are never forgotten even if they are not
•

•

3Sidney Cohen, � Beyond \Hthin (New York, Atheneum, 1964),
po 202ft
4Ibid. , p. 203.

•

4
ahmys used.S
Some of these insights, altbongh not shlays specific, have been
revealed as some alcoholics voiced reasons why they were able to
resist alcohol after taking LSD.
I thought •
I

• •

ItI realized I was not as bad as

I realized what my drinking "VIas doing to my wife •

now find I understand the A.A.6 program •

• •

I saw God •

• •

• •

I was

revolted with what I sa'l-! in myself.,, 7
Although the delirium tremens experience generally does not
reverse the drinking pattern, the LSD experience, which can re-

8
semble DT's for somc, generally 1J,1ters the pattern.

An example

of this is an alcoholic who quit drinking cold after having LSD,
fir

saw nr:rself and all the worms and I died and! knew everything

was different.,,9

Another aspect is that the alcoholic must hit bottom before
it is possible for him to improve.

lO

In LSD his internal defenses

ll
are taken from him, and he is forced to see himself as he is.
Even today, more LSD research is conducted with alcoholics
than any other group.

Generally, alcoholics require as much as

twice the 9monnt of LSD needed by other persons to have a psySAbram Hoffer, "LSD: A Review of its Present status, " Clinical
Pharmacology � Therapeutics, 6 (Harch-April, 1965), p. 207.
6Alcoholics Anonymous.
7Hoffer, Ibid. , p. 238.
,

-

8cohen, Beyond �ithin, p.
77.

�

9John cashman, The LSD s ory,
Publishers, Inc. , l�):-P.
•
lO Cohen, Beyond

llU thin,

(Greenwich, Connecticut, Faucett

p. 20Lfo

lIB. B. Blevlett, LSD--A Therapeutic Rationale, (Paper delivered
at 63rd Annual NAAAP Meeting, Bismarck, North Dakota, 1962), p. 6.

5

chedelic experience. 12

While the normal dose is 100 micrograms,

200 -600 is not unusual to be sure to Im""er the resj.stanee of all
defense barriers as the use of aleohol seems to build up a tolerance to LSD.

"It appears that both personality and situation

are as substantial determinants of the reaction to alcohol as they
are to LSD . ,, 13

perhaps this is what makes it seem that drug addicts

and alcoholics are better able than others to handle the LSD
experience. 14
Each therapist who has used LSD has a different method and a
different outlook on the worth of intensive preparation for the
experience, guidance during the experience, and control groups.
But there is a reasonable consensus that LSD is of value in treating
alcoholics and that a certain amount of subject control is necessary.
!n conjunction with the latter, Dr. Sidney Cohen 15 has offered
three precautions;

screen the subjects carefully to eliminate any

prepsychotics, maintain observation and control during the experi
ence, and supervise the subjects after the experiment. 1 6
Although Doctors Jensen's 17 and HacLean1s 18 groups had about
l��offer, Ibid. , p. le6.
13Gerald J. Sarl-Jer-Foner, ed. , The D namics of psychiatric
Drug Therap:,[, (Sprlngfield, CharlesG:"r omas, 1% 0 ), p. 311.
14Hoffer, Ibid. ,

K

p.

19 7.

15Chief, Psychosomatic Service, Wadsworth V. A. Hospital,
Los Angeles, California.
16Hoffer, Ibid. , p. 193.
17sven E. , Director, York County i1ental Health Clinic, New
market, Ontario, Canada.
18J• Ross, !<ledical Director, Hollywood Hospital, Net, Westmin
ster, British Columbia.

6

the most controlled programs, even theirs i'lere quite different.
Jensen conducted a pilot pr'oject 19 for incorporilt ing LSD therapy
into the treatment of alcoholics in the admission ward of a psychiatric hospital utili"ing the principles of Alcoholic:; AnonymouSe

Other therapies included:

occupational, two hours of

group psychotherapy which was superficial and educational, three
weekly A. A. meetings, and bimonthly movies with discussion.
Near the end of the three weeks 200 gamma of LSD was given.
His follow-up continued for six to 18 months for the 58
subjects.

At the time of his final analysis, 38 demonstrated

abstinence, seven improved, 13 were unimproved, and seven were
lost to follow-up.

In a control group of 35 having had the same

therapies except for LSD, only four were abstinent, four improved,
nine unimproved, and 18 lost.

The results from the 45 controls

having individus 1 psychotherapy .Iith other therapists and without
LSD showed seven abstinent, three improved, 12 unimproved and 2 3
lost.

This seemingly sholved a definite advantage of the LSD

program over the other two.
But Jensen's study has been criticized on two points:20

his

assignment of treatment groups has been suspected of bias, and
.all of the subjects lost to follm'l-up were not necessarily failures.

With these factors taken into account, the comparison of

treatment regimes could be quite erroneous.
19Sven E. Jensen, "A Treatment Program for Alcoholics in a
Mental Hospital," Quarterly Journal of S tudies � Alcohol, 23
(June, 1 96 2), p. 320.
20 Sanford N. Unger, "l'1esca 1ine, L SD, Psl 10bycln and Person
ality Change," Psychiatry, 26 (May, 1963), p. 122.

7

}IacLean's research group concentrated on a more intensive
individual preparation for thair subjects.21

All LSD candidates

"Jere required to Vlrite an autobiography and give a psychiatric
history.

For two days prior to the LSD experiment, they attended

several sessions with the therapist placing an emphasis on un
derstanding barriers to LSD within oneself, and, immediately
prior to LSD, a half hour discussion of the "typical" experience.
A group of four Vlould remain leJith the subject during the LSD
experience to provide stability and different personalities "Iith
whom to identify.

These Vlould include a psychiatrist, a psycho

logist, a psychiatric nurse, and a music therapist.

None of the

observers vJOuld take LSD in order to prevent distraction of the
patient or projection of the therapists! views upon him.

This

would also facilitate objective observation and modification of
approaches as indicated.
In a quiet, tastefully decorated room, surrounded by his
therapist� the subject ingested 400-1500 gamma of LSD.

Lower

dosages were utilized if he vJere close to self-acceptance, and
higher if

a.

reluctance to let go of reality caused anxiety.

Observations and a complete transcript revealed a peak effect
occurring two and a half to four hours after ingestion.

The

subject would undergo self-scrutiny, later conceptualizing as the
therapists remained nondirective.

After the drug effects had

subsided, a counselor was available until bedtime so there Vias
no need to terminate the effect Vlith other drugs.
conducted another intervievJ in the morning.

21�iacLean, Ibid., pp. 35-45.

The therapist

And in the weeks

following the subjects were encouraged to revie,,! the
s

enee

lone or ,'lith thc therapi st.
subjects VIere followed for three to 18 months to determine

eXperimental results.

Of fOUl' alcoholics demonstrating no com-

plications three Here much improved and the other ,'las improved.
None of the four subjects sustaining chronic brain damage ex
hibited any change.

Of

1 1 sociopathic alcoholics, seven showed

improvement and the other four no change.

In the 42 cases com-

p licated by character tra:t t disturbances, 2 7 ,-Iere much improved,
eight improved, and seven shovJed no change.
This follovl-up Has based on a time-indexed record of the post
treatment counseling, the patient's description of the experience
VJritten the following day, and psychiatric post-treatment impressions.

Also considered "Jere notes from intervieHs at one Vleek und

three monthS, a psychedelic rating2 2 scored at one day and three
months, a questionnaire at six months, and an intervieH snd
therapist appraisal at one year.
It is interesting to note that the histories of MscLean's
subjects revealed an, average period of uncontrolled [lrinking of
14.36 years.

Fifty-nine of the 6 1 had had a case of deliriuTll

tremens, 3 6 had fai led vIith A. A. , snd they sho.ved an average
hospital admission rate for alcoholism of 8 . 07 times in the past

three years. 2 3

A notable strength of �1acLean' s research report vias his
22Devised by Dl;>. D. B. BleVlett in "Report No. 3 to the saskat
chel'Jan Committee on Sohizophrenia Research on r1lodel Psychoses and
psychedelics, " (November, 1958 ).
2 3Unger, �., p. 12 1.
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statement of evaluative definitions.

He considered "much im-

proved" to s:tgni1'y complete abstinenoe or a great improvement
over the prevl. ous 12 rnonths.

Abstinenoe could include those

that tested the treatment onoe but did not oontinue drinking
afterwards.

"Improved" indicated a definite reduotion of intake

as oompared to the previous 12 months.

"Unchanged" meant aimply

that or included those who demonstrated a transient improvement
before resuming the previous drinking pattern.
The Spring Grove state Hospital experimenters24 used much the
same program as the other'S. But they also utilized testing and
investigation of the severity of personality disturbance through
interviews and psychological tests before they subjected a person
to the TJSD experience.

The fi �11 The Spring Grove Experiment:

fl?§. Reports, Vlhich has been made on segments of their research,
revealed a very directive approach being uS8d by the therapist
Vlhile LSD

VlSS

in effect.

Dr. S8muel unger25 has Hritten that he has heard of many
reports of complete abstinence of an alcoholic folloHing an
isolated dose of LSD Hithout concomitant: therapy of any kind. 2

6

The four preceding examples give a representative sampling 01'
the "Iide divergence 01' techniques utilizing LSD in the therapy
of alcoholics.
24Spring Grove, Maryland, Dr. A. A. Kurland, Director of Re
search for NIMH research project, in Charge.
25 Research psyohologist, Laboratory of Psyohology,
2 6unger, Ibid., p. 112.

NUrn.
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If the methods have been varied, the general impressions of
the results have not; they are over\,heLmingly positive.
B.

Dr. D.

Blewett27 in an unpublished, undated paper stated, nAIl of the

half-dozen studies done on the therapeutic effectiveness of LSD in
alcoholism have reported recovery rates ranging from 50 to 80%-8
from five to eight times the effectiveness of any other treatment.n2
In his review of LSD's current status, Dr. Abram Hoffer29 summarized
that the combined results of several therapists revealed 128 subjects
much impl'oved, 44 improved, and 73 unchanged where LSD .Ias used as an
adjuvant to the therapy of alcoholics and that no studies with eom
parable settings were negative to its value.

30

Furthermore, the

Bureau of Alcoholism in Saskatchewan felt that the results .-Jere
outstanding and that LSD vJould eventually become a standard
treatment method where indicated. 31
However, in specific instances the appraisal of results has
not heen so dramatically positive.

Dr. Charles savage32 described

a paranoid alcoholic who would not admit his drinking problem
until he received LSD, at which time he divulged his entire history

27
Supervisory Psychologist, Psychiatric Services, Department
of Public Health, Saskatchewan.
28Duncan B. Blewett, nNe.1 Horizons in Notivation and Insight,"
unpublished pape,r,
29
psychiatric Research Director, Psychiatric Services Branch,
Ilepartment of Public Health, SaskatchewB.n, and University of
Saskatchewan.
30
Hoffer, Ibid., p. 221.
31"Apuarent Results of Referrals of Alcoholics for LSD Therapy, II
Interim Report of the Bureau on Alcoholism, Saskstchewan Depart
ment of public Health, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada, December,
1962, p. 5.
32Hesearch Psychologist, Laboratory of psychology, NIHFl'.
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to

Dre S8vage"

But,

follo1·Jing

the

experience h e became more suspi

cious, demanding, and paranoid and refused to see the theraplst.33
The selection of thls patient as

a.

candldate for LSD seems someHha.t

of an oddity since paranoia has been frequently accepted as a con
traindlcation to LSD therapy.34
A recent issue of psychiatric progress contains an article
describing an experiment with LSD given to psychopaths, a notorlously rigid group.
The responders ttshm.;ed more improvement in the
areas of sexual behavior and excessive use of alcohol
Their school, home,
or drugs" the investigator said.
or job performance was considerably improved at six
months follow-up, but improvement "had largely van
ished by the 12 month period," he noted.
Others
seemed to show an increasing improvement from time of
treatment through 12-month fo11ow-up. 3�
The question preaents itself as I-Ihy this set of results should
differ from more pOl'll ti ve ones.

perhaps the follovI-up in other

research has been neither long nor comprehensive enough.

Another

possibility is that LSD is not the treatment indicated vlhere psy
chopathic complications exist.

Considering that paychopaths tend

to avoid involvement Hith other people and accepted mores and
philosophies, this thesis '¥Quld be supported by Hoffer's statement
that the best results from LSD thel'apy al'e associated with a
'1/

strong emotional response.Jo

33Charles Savage, "The Resolution and Subsequent Remobili
zation of Resistance by LSD in Psychotherapy," Journal of Nervous
and rftental Disease, 125 (July-September, 1957), pp. 4.34:::;;.
34Hoffer, Ibid., p. 195.
35"Insightful Respons to LSD Found in Se lective Groups."
cember-October, 1966), p. 2.
psychiatric Progress. (
36

Hoffer, Ibid., p. 238.

The research results seem to indicate that LSD has vable in
the therapy of some alcOholics and that it is quite well accepted
by many of its researchers.

H01ifever,

e ssary before any valid generalizations can be made because of the
llmitrtions of the research.

First, of the large number of alco-

holics In the United states and C8nada, 245 experimental subjects
hardly represent

a

comprehensive sample.

Secondly, not all of

the studies have been ;vell controlled for screening and categor
ization of subjects or for folloVI-up.
So far nothing has been done in an attempt to evaluate individual methods or the implications of various methods in relation
to various personality types or the complications of alcoholism.
perhaps this is because investigators are too subjective about
their OVIn techniques or bia.sed towa.rd LSD in general.
No prOVision has been made for oppOSing observations or
opinions.

For instance, one researcher contends tha.t double blind

studies are not .feasible since the investigator would recognize
a drug which Has very much different from LSD and the same type
of drug VIould g ive the sa.me results.

37

Dr. Vittman38 believes

a similar enough drug can be given th8.t the investiga.tor .iou1d
not recognize the substitutlon,

but the effect would be different. 39

37

J. N. Sher-viOOd , H. J. sto1aroff, a.nd vI. lrl. Harma.n, The
psychedelic Experience--A NevI Concept in Psychotherapy, (Regina,
saskatche\>Jsn, Bureau on ]Tconolism, !'f eTI th and \plelfare Building,
December, 1962), p. 5.

38

Director of the Neuropsychiatric Instltute, University of
California, Los Angeles, california.
39Keith Dittman, " LSD--potenti
and problems, II February 16,
1967, Nemoria1 Center, Illinois 1rles1eyan University, Bloomington,
Illinois.
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Another example of this is that some investigstors have
watched prosperous, responsible persons become so engrossed in
personal sensations that they lost their concern with produc
tivity.40

The contrast to this, stated by Dr. Dittman, is that

the founder of Synanon only conceived of the idea for this or
ganization i1111l1ediately after an experience 1-1ith LSD.41
Ever present are the limitations of any psychological research:
the inaccuracy of measurement of effects, the psychological state
of the subject at the time of the experiment, the subject.s previ.ous value system, the completely subjecti. ve response of the subject, and the tendency to\,ard subjectivity on the part of the experimenter.

The therapist tends to project his ideas on the sub-

ject so that under LSD the fondest theories of the therapist are
confirmed.42
A further emphasis of the subjectivity of LSD research can be
found in this statement.
Sullivan stressed that in psychotherapy a drug can be
therapeutic only by altering the re1l.ationship betHeen
the patient and the doctor. By estabUshing a changed
relationship Hith the docl;or, the pa.tient ha.s the
possibility of changing his relationship to other people in a manner "l-lhich is more satisffying to him. If
mescalinc and LSD act therapeutically, they do so by
favorably altering a relationship. But let us remember
that ..Jhile a relationship may be altered in a favorable
direction, it is not necessarily permanent. The direction
can alHays be r versed, particularly if the relationship
moves too fast. f1-3
40Jules Saltman, 'tmat 'vIe Can Do About Drug Abuse,
public Affairs COTQroittee; Inc-.-,-19b6), p. �
41 DittHan, Ibid.
Lf2Cohen, Beyond hJithin, p. 18 2
43Savage,

p.

434.

(Nevi York,

Theories on the Hay in ,,)hich

r,SD acts have

from observations of persons undergoinl:T, the
their subsequent behavior modifiGatlon
logical atudies

on animals,

vational theories,

8S

been synthesized

LSD experience and

well as from physio-

In order to understand the obser-

it is imperative to have some sort of infor-

mationon the nature of the expel'ience.
The height of the experience occurs betVleen tHO and one half
and four hours after ingestion of
erally last eight to

hours.

12

any mood change may be

the drug,

and the effects gen-

Induction is gradual,

experienced,44

and almost

Although reactions are

highly individualized to eaoh experience,

certain manifestations

frame the basio outline and deviatIon point for eaoh experience.
Kinesthesia is affected by an altered aViareness of gravity,
that extremities have no ,'leight,
catatonic-like

postures.

a feeling

and possibly the assumption of

Along Vlith thIs an unaViareness of body

Image and a sensation of floating may occur.
Several thought disturbances are characteristic.
elude distortion of tIme sense,
ory distortion,

impairment of oonoentration,

inmem-

and a decreased significanoe of neVi associations.

As for thought oontent:
enoes;

Thess

major thoughts depend on past life experi-

ideas may be delusional,

laok motivation.

bizarre,

even psranoid;

Perfol'manoe on most mental

or they

tests is impaired,

a.lthough it has been conjectured that LSD may facilitate learning.
There is no inorease in oreativity,
Generally,

44Hoffer,
45Ibid.,

per se,

oonsciousness and orientation

�.,
p.

209.

p.

208.

only in sensitivity.45
are not d18-

turbe d,4

6

although a't the heigh't of 'the experience the
llucinations or

typicsl
. ly
memories.

This is frequently

a

8

unconscious

reUving of

basis for a catharsis of repressed

material and emotional release through a scream or cry, generally
accompanied by a desire for humsn contact.

47

Sensory perception is the most affected.

Vision with open

eyes may admit a blur, flutter, changed color perception or interpretation, alteration of normal light intensity, unusual interpretations of objects I significa.nce,
familiar objects.

There may also be an altered size or shape of a

room, fl!lttened !lnd distorted faces, pulsation or glow of inanimate
objects,
closed,

OJ:'

the appearance of halos.

Frequently with the eyes

the LSD adventurer sees brilliantly colored lights and

objects in curious geometric patterns, religio'J.s scenes with
jewels, cathedrals, or palaces.

48

Ch!lnges in other sensory mod!llities are less common.

Nost

typical is the phenomenon of synesthesia or the crossover of sensation from one sense modality to another.

Auditory manifestations,

varying inversely �Jith the dosage, take the forms of acuity alter!ltion with an inability to localize sound, an enthr!lllment by music,
or of sound as a visu!ll experience.

Taste may be flat, of a pecu-

46�lax Rinkel, ed. , Chemical Concepts of psychosis,
NcDovJell, Obolensky, 1958), p. 80.

(NevI York,

47R• A. sandison, A. IV!. Spencer, and J. D. A. vil1ite1aw, " The
Therapeutic Value of I,ysergic Acid Diethylami.de in Hent!ll IlIness, "
Journal of �lental SCience, 100 ( April, 1954), p. 493.
L�8J'oseph R, Dipalma, " LSD:
1965), p. 62.

Its Use and Abuse, " RN, 28 (July, .

49
Cohen, Beyond 'ilithin, p. 51.

liar nevi v.�ri0ty, or of an unusual texture,
reveals a temperature dis tortion,

8.

Tactile s e ns e often

coarse, heavy heat of clothes,

or a feeling of grease or dirt on a familiar surface,5 0
Physiologically, there is an increased motor tone and loco
motor activity, stimulation of respiration, mydriasis, blood
pressure elevation, tachycardia, and hyperthermia,5

1

Due to a multitude of variables influencing the quality andl
or intensi ty of the eXperience, it varies with each time and
person,

Females and less eduoated, less intelleotualizing people

tend to have a more severe reaction.5 2

Flexibility, self-accep-

tance, and the presence of others of a common culture lessen the
reaction.53

Other factors include personality, body type, vocation,

age, health status, motivation for taking LSD, previous experience
with hallucinogens or psychiatric treatment, premedication, the
setting, and the attitude and experienoe of the therapist. 54
TvIO

things require mention in emphasis of the latter.

Dr.

Cohen has stated that the subject·s reaction to LSD therapy is
very dependent on the therapist.s opinion of it.55

Also:

I f any oomplications arise during the experience,
they are probably caused by the inexperience or incom
petence of the therapist. Complications may arise be
cause the experience produces great confusion, or pan
anxiety. The therapist must be able to anticipate
5 0Ibid., p. 62.
51Rinkel, Ibid. , p. 19 2 .

5 2 sarwer-Foner, Ibid., p. 301.
53Ibid., p. 306.
5�offer, Ibid. , pp. 196-190.
55Ibid"

p. 192.
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these c hanges and take proper remedial action.
Theae
reactions do not come abruptly snd in nearly every case
the subject pas indicated in !l1tClTIy Hays Hhat vIill prob
ably happen.:o 6
\;1i thin the setting itself are very important variables.
Groups of subjects tend to differ from individuals.

They generally

tend to have less unpleasant and more elated experiences, and tend
to be more friendly to other group members and more hostile to the
experimenter.57

These effeots of the group are qualitative rather

than quantitative.5 8

Assigned tasks often increase the reaction

whereas those chosen by the subject decrease it. 59
posing a severe reaction is

Also predis-

rigid research design 1:J11ic11 neglects

8

the subject as an emotive being. 60
But Hhat does all this mean for the subject taking LSD?

Ideally,

he Hi11 be able to control the Dsychio images so that he oan ex
plore his mind and reproduce the situat:ton later. 61

This plaoe-

ment of the prime responsibi11 ty upon the subjeot should stimula te
a revelation of his ov111 resources, thus reducing transference or
dependency on the therapist. 62
,�

concept Hhich provides a basis for clinica 1 conjectures coo-

cerning the working of LSD is that reality and self concepts are
based on sensory experience.

i�'hen th1s is altered, either paniC

56Ibid., p. 193.
57Sar,ver-Foner, Ibid. , p. 3 02.
5 8Tbid
o
�

,

59Ibid.,

p . 7 .'5.
p.

3O�

. •

60Ibid, , p. 306.
61 Sandison, Ibid., p. 493.
6 2 Sher-elOod, Ibid., p. 3.

rnay ensue or the defense of rationallzelf,loli. may

be

ad InsiBht and aW8reness and 0.ifferent refex�ence frames.

for

t-3
This latter permits the evolution of a therapeutic value."
The possibility of panic is one of the main reasons for suggesting that paranoi8� be a contraindicsting factor.

Also, the

removal of rationalization demands a frightening self-scrutiny
Hhich can lead either to anxieties from a struggle to maintain
old defenses or to a nevI concept of se If and reaH ty. 64

Universal

symbols are dften used as subjects of transference to help develop
in the person neH reference values and integrate ideas.65

Once

the nevI self concept is developed, the reduction of faulty and
excessive uses of defense mechanisms should ensue.66
A slight variation of this theory is based on a five year
study at Net� York University's Research center for Hental Health
that "showed that the basic character of the subject is intensifled under LSD.n67

th this belief, a therapist can guide the

patient toward death and rebirth experiences to reconstruct the
character; and once the patient rids old conflicts of their
mea�ning, he can deal Hith them repeatedly until emotional response
ceases.6 8

In accord Hith this theory, the philosophy of the

6 31J!acLean, Ibid.,
-

P.

.

lJ.2.

6�B1evJett, Therapeutic Rationale, p. 6.
65�!aCLean, IMd., p. �.3.
66Ibid"

p. ��3o

6 7Cashman, �., p. 12.
68cohen, Be;r:ond ltlithin, pp. 192-198.

therapy is that self understanding seems to lead to self acceptance,
and to love and acceptance of others.69
physiological studies have been performed on animals--particularly
cats, rabbits, and rats--to determine the chemical effects of LSD in
the body, its distrib\ltion and excretion.
most unexpected:

The distribution is the

only a small percentage of LSD reaches the brain,

and it is practically vanished from all systems in one to two hours.70
studies at the University of Rochester, utilizing a radioactive form,
showed that, within minutes after administration, concentration
occurred in the stomach, liver, and kidneys--not the brain.71

The

first is important since it explains the transient gastric distress
sometimes occurring in one half to two hours after ingestion.
Hepatic concentration has two cons�derations.

First, LSD's

detoxification in this organ j,ould tend to mark liver damage as
a contraindication

to

its

USE.

But LSD has been tolerated without

side effects by Skid Row alcoholics having cirrhosis. 72

Perhaps,

only little function must be present to detoxify LSD, or it is not
in actuality detoxified in the liver.

Secondly, hepatic excretions

of LSD are in an inactive form whieh has lead to the conjecture
that LSD is only the triggering mechanism for the reactions Vlhich
it precipitates.73

Apparently no conjectures have been made con-

69 Ble.lett, Therapeutic Rationale, p. 8.
70Rinkel, Ibid., p. 64.
71 Cashman, � "

p. 36.

72 sidney Cohen, "Lysergic Aoid Diethylamide: Side Effects
and Complications, " Journal of Nervous and Hental Disease, 130
(January, 1960 ), p. 37.
73Flinke1, � . , p. 61.j.•
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cerning the signIficance of the renal accumuls.tion,
One of the most specific theorios on its ac·i;ion concerns

a

conjecture that LSD affects the diencephslon \,lhich controls emotional responsi vity, avHlrenes s, 2nd the autonomic centers,

Thus,

the action is vJith1n the tracts �vhere sensory informat10n 1s
filtered, compared, and matcheQ,74

This is supported by clinical

manifestations of autonomic system disturbances preceding mental
phenomena,75 altered levels of awareness, and

a

decrease of inhi-

bition in emotional responses,
./

TWo other theories are also popular.

F'ill'st, that LSD directly

or indirectly affects serotonin activity, 76 and that this change
of serotonin in the brain affects mental processes similar to the
changes found in mental illness. 77

However, it has been conjectured

by others that LSD affects serotonin peripherally rather than cen
trally. 78

Finally, there is some beliell that LSD interferes with

nerve impulse transfer by neutralizing neurohumors that conduct
impulses over synapses.79
In summary, LSD has been the subject of much dispute concerning
legal controls, its dangers, benefits, the most therapeutic method
of use, and its method of action.

It would almost seem that the

controversy about LSD stems as much from what is not kno.m about
it as from 1'lhat is knovlU.
74 cohen, Beyond 1:J1thin,
75Rinkel, Ibid

•

.

--

76 cashman, �"
d

p. 79 .
p. 37,

77Rinkel, �., p. 188.
78 Ibid., p. 66.
70

1.-- .
.7Casuman,
Ibid. ,
.

p.

3 7.

p.

36.
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Every therapist vJho has used
of hovJ to use it and hm1
therapist is

LSD has a different impression

it l.Jorlts,

enthusiastic about

but seemingly,

the drug,

it 1-1ill produce desir

able effects in the majority of his patients.
physiological researchers have sttempted to
of action to explain its effects,

but the

as lona; as the

Clinical and

describe its method

physiological research

has been done with animals and psychological with) humans.
research has been performed is scant
most researchers feel that
more intense consideration.

and poorly correlated,

What
but

the drug has value and merits much

3I
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